
GururbrahmaaGururbrahmaa gururvishnuhgururvishnuh
gururdevogururdevo MaheswarahMaheswarah ||
GuruhGuruh--saakshaatsaakshaat
parabrahmaparabrahma tasmai tasmai 
shrishri guravegurave namahnamah || || 
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ObjectivesObjectives
1.1. Understand the significance of Understand the significance of DakshinamurthyDakshinamurthy , the lord , the lord 

of teaching.of teaching.
2.2. Three periods 1. mythological 2. historical 3. Current.Three periods 1. mythological 2. historical 3. Current.
3.3. DakshinamurthyDakshinamurthy, Lord Shiva as a teacher., Lord Shiva as a teacher.

4.4. Veda Veda VyasaVyasa, , AdiAdi GuruGuru
5.5. Qualities of a Qualities of a SishyaSishya, and Guru, and Guru
6.6. Beginning of GuruBeginning of Guru--SishyaSishya ParamparaParampara..

7.7. AdiAdi ShankaraShankara Traditional GuruTraditional Guru
8.8. 10 10 ParamparasParamparas established by established by ShankaraShankara
9.9. Oral traditionsOral traditions
10.10. Veda Veda patasalaspatasalas today.today.
11.11. Continuation of Guru Continuation of Guru ParamparasParamparas
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DakshinamurtiDakshinamurti, the , the AdiAdi GuruGuru
DakshinamurtiDakshinamurti –– Lord ShivaLord Shiva
Students in search of knowledgeStudents in search of knowledge--
four sagesfour sages-- SanakaSanaka, , 
sanandanasanandana, , SanatanaSanatana, and , and 
sanatkumarasanatkumara the mental the mental 
progeny of Brahma proceeded progeny of Brahma proceeded 
towards northern direction and towards northern direction and 
did penance .did penance .
Lord Shiva appeared as Lord Shiva appeared as 
DakshinamurthiDakshinamurthi “ lord having a “ lord having a 
form facing south”form facing south”
Every teacher is a form of Every teacher is a form of 
DakshinamurthiDakshinamurthi..
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DakshinamurtiDakshinamurti, , continuescontinues

Imparted knowledge in Imparted knowledge in 
silence. Conveyed everythingsilence. Conveyed everything
SishyasSishyas are spiritually are spiritually 
advancedadvanced
Sits in a posture of ‘Sits in a posture of ‘VirasanaVirasana’ ’ 
left leg resting on the right left leg resting on the right 
thighthigh
The right foot rests on the The right foot rests on the 
couched form of couched form of ApasmaraApasmara a a 
demon represents ignorance demon represents ignorance 
The Lord subdues the The Lord subdues the 
negative tendenciesnegative tendencies
The lord faces the south and The lord faces the south and 
the students face the north the students face the north 
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DakshinamurtiDakshinamurti, the , the AdiAdi GuruGuru
Seated under a banyan treeSeated under a banyan tree
Facing the southFacing the south
ChinmudraChinmudra represents knowledge, represents knowledge, 
tips of index finger and thumb tips of index finger and thumb 
touch each other to form a circle.touch each other to form a circle.
Significance.Significance.
IndexIndex fingerfinger…Symbolizes …Symbolizes 
ahankaraahankara, ego., ego.
ThumbThumb…supports all fingers…supports all fingers--
represents represents EaswaraEaswara....

CinmudraCinmudra signifies “signifies “TatwamTatwam asiasi””
Unique  Unique  Other fingersOther fingers entire world entire world 
creation, sustenance, dissolution. creation, sustenance, dissolution. 
Also three qualitiesAlso three qualities-- SatwaSatwa, rajas, , rajas, 
tamastamas.Waking, dream, deep .Waking, dream, deep 
sleep.sleep.
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DakshinamurthyDakshinamurthy

Represents five elements.Represents five elements.
Left upper hand... a torch ,fireLeft upper hand... a torch ,fire
Right upper hand... Right upper hand... DamaruDamaru, , 
drum sounddrum sound
Lower left hand…  a book, Lower left hand…  a book, 
knowledgeknowledge
Lower right hand… Lower right hand… CinmudraCinmudra , , 
knowledgeknowledge
Matted locks… AirMatted locks… Air
Forehead …Forehead …GangaGanga ..water..water
Ashes smeared… earthAshes smeared… earth
Right ear ring… masculineRight ear ring… masculine
Left ear ring …feminine  The Lord Left ear ring …feminine  The Lord 
represents both male and represents both male and 
female.. female.. PurushaPurusha and and PrakritiPrakriti , , 
spirit and matterspirit and matter
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TerminologiesTerminologies
GuruGuru.. Teacher. The letter ‘Teacher. The letter ‘gugu’ stands for darkness ’ stands for darkness 
and ‘and ‘ruru’ stands for that which removes darkness. ’ stands for that which removes darkness. 
‘Guru’ implies one who removes darkness of ‘Guru’ implies one who removes darkness of 
ignorance. A spiritual teacher.ignorance. A spiritual teacher.
In In todaystodays culture teachers of music or classical culture teachers of music or classical 
dance are ‘gurus; dance are ‘gurus; 
sishyasishya is from the root ‘is from the root ‘sassas’ instruct or discipline. ’ instruct or discipline. 
One who has desire for knowledge is One who has desire for knowledge is ‘‘jijnasujijnasu’.’.
The The sisyasisya has has ‘‘sradhasradha ‘ and ‘‘ and ‘bhaktibhakti’ trust and ’ trust and 
devotion towards the teacher.devotion towards the teacher.
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Qualities of a studentQualities of a student
SradhaSradha Opens the Opens the 
channel for accepting channel for accepting 
knowledge from the Guru. knowledge from the Guru. 
Undivided attention, Undivided attention, 
commitment and commitment and 
discipline.discipline.

BhaktiBhakti.. Devotion to Devotion to 
teacherteacher

JijnasuJijnasu. . Desire to learnDesire to learn
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Qualities Qualities SishyaSishya and Guruand Guru

SishyaSishya.. Learns to let go his own Learns to let go his own 
likes/dislikes. Grows in emotional likes/dislikes. Grows in emotional 
maturity. Recognizes different maturity. Recognizes different 
dimensions of teacher. Lives with dimensions of teacher. Lives with 
the teacher.the teacher.

Guru.Guru. A role model.. Teaching is A role model.. Teaching is 
not restricted to class room. not restricted to class room. 
“Oral tradition”“Oral tradition” Verbally Verbally 
trasmittedtrasmitted knowledge with no knowledge with no 
writing. ( is it possible?).. writing. ( is it possible?).. 
Learning by demonstrated values Learning by demonstrated values 
of teacher.of teacher.
Guru is considered to be no less Guru is considered to be no less 
than God or even more.than God or even more.

KabirKabir..” when the lord and guru ..” when the lord and guru 
are both standing before me are both standing before me 
whom should I salute first?. Guru whom should I salute first?. Guru 
First because it is he who helped First because it is he who helped 
me to know God”me to know God”DR.R
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Example of sacred teachingExample of sacred teaching

BhadavadBhadavad GitaGita.  .  ArjunaArjuna
submitted to Krishna.submitted to Krishna.
In 18In 18thth chapter Lord chapter Lord krishnakrishna
asked asked ArjunaArjuna whether his whether his 
dedlusiondedlusion was cleared. Lord was cleared. Lord 
would have continued till the would have continued till the 
meassagemeassage was clear.was clear.
The teacher (Guru) has a The teacher (Guru) has a 
commitment to continue commitment to continue 
teaching till the students gain teaching till the students gain 
knowledge.knowledge.
Student is willing to give Student is willing to give 
everything , Guru does not everything , Guru does not 
want any thing.want any thing.
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Veda Veda VysaVysa

A manifestation of Lord A manifestation of Lord 
Vishnu. Is considered to be Vishnu. Is considered to be 
a a chiranjivichiranjivi
Originally known as Originally known as 
Krishna Krishna DvaipayanaDvaipayana..
Codified the Vedas.Codified the Vedas.
Wrote Wrote MahabharathaMahabharatha,,
SrimadSrimad BhagavadamBhagavadam, and , and 
the 18 the 18 PuranasPuranas..

Even today Even today sadhakassadhakas worship worship 
VyasaVyasa on on VysaVysa PurnimaPurnima
day , saints and seers day , saints and seers 
worship their Guru worship their Guru 
paramparaparampara on the day.on the day.
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VysaVysa PurnimaPurnima or Guru or Guru PurnimaPurnima

AshadaAshada masamasa marks the beginning of monsoon in India.marks the beginning of monsoon in India.

In the spiritual field this corresponds to the purifying In the spiritual field this corresponds to the purifying 
shower of divine grace.shower of divine grace.
Legend states that he manifested himself in front of Legend states that he manifested himself in front of AdiAdi
SankaraSankara in order to nod approval of the in order to nod approval of the AcharyasAcharyas
commentary on the Brahma Sutra giving him another lease commentary on the Brahma Sutra giving him another lease 
of life of 16 years to a total of 32 years.of life of 16 years to a total of 32 years.
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GuruparamparaGuruparampara
SpritualSpritual mentoringmentoring

In Hinduism the GuruIn Hinduism the Guru--the spiritual mentor ranks in stature the spiritual mentor ranks in stature 
second only to God. In fact in many traditions Guru is second only to God. In fact in many traditions Guru is 
valued even more than god. It is the Guru who introduces valued even more than god. It is the Guru who introduces 
you to god.you to god.
Guru is a human form through which the power and grace Guru is a human form through which the power and grace 
of divine can manifest.of divine can manifest.
The one divine teacher , called The one divine teacher , called IshwaraIshwara who speaks who speaks 
through innumerable human gurus .through innumerable human gurus .
The intensity of devotion many Hindus feel toward their The intensity of devotion many Hindus feel toward their 
Guru is extraordinary. Guru is extraordinary. 
In the Hindu Tradition Gurus don’t just transfer In the Hindu Tradition Gurus don’t just transfer 
information, they awaken the students’ intuitive information, they awaken the students’ intuitive 
powers for them to find answers.powers for them to find answers.
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Background of Guru Background of Guru SishyaSishya paramparaparampara

Beginning of oral traditions Beginning of oral traditions 
of Upanishads (c.2000 of Upanishads (c.2000 
BCE)BCE)
Upanishads Upanishads –– ““upaupa” near ” near 
““nini” down and “sad” to sit. ” down and “sad” to sit. 
So it means sitting down So it means sitting down 
near a spiritual teacher to near a spiritual teacher to 
receive instruction. EG receive instruction. EG 
Krishna and Krishna and ArjunaArjuna or or 
Rama and Hanuman.Rama and Hanuman.
Foundation again by Foundation again by 
ShankaraShankara in 9in 9thth century century 
through through paramparaparampara..
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Guru Guru ParamparaParampara

Dakshinamurti, Lord Narayana, and Brahma
Parasara,
Vysa,
Sukadeva,
Historic Guru Sishya parampara starts.  Gaudapada, Govindapada, Sankara, 

Sankara’s four disciples. Sureshwara, Totaka, Padmapada, and Hastamalaka.
.
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AdiAdi SankaracharyaSankaracharya
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Sankara’sSankara’s childhoodchildhood
ShankaraShankara was born in the year 805 AD. was born in the year 805 AD. 
was raised under the loving care of his mother. From his was raised under the loving care of his mother. From his 
childhood he turned out to be a prodigy. When he was only one childhood he turned out to be a prodigy. When he was only one 
year old he learnt Sanskrit. When he was five years old he was year old he learnt Sanskrit. When he was five years old he was 
sent to nearby sent to nearby GurukulaGurukula. By the time he was 12years old he had . By the time he was 12years old he had 
mastered all the branches of knowledge. At the age of sixteen hemastered all the branches of knowledge. At the age of sixteen he
started writing commentaries on the Vedanta. According to the started writing commentaries on the Vedanta. According to the 
rules of the rules of the GurukulaGurukula pupils should get their food by begging…...pupils should get their food by begging…...

After completing his education at the After completing his education at the GurukulaGurukula, , SankaraSankara returned returned 
home. Here he was serving his mother who was ill and also home. Here he was serving his mother who was ill and also 
teaching some pupils. teaching some pupils. ShankaraShankara wanted to take up wanted to take up sanyasasanyasa. His . His 
mother was unwilling to let her only son take up mother was unwilling to let her only son take up sanyasasanyasa. Since . Since 
the purpose of the purpose of Shankara'sShankara's life was much greater than taking care life was much greater than taking care 
of his mother, a miracle happened. When of his mother, a miracle happened. When ShankaraShankara was taking was taking 
bath in the bath in the PurnaPurna river, a crocodile caught hold of his leg and river, a crocodile caught hold of his leg and 
started to drag him into the river. started to drag him into the river. ShankaraShankara felt that his life would felt that his life would 
soon come to an end. He loudly called out to his mother. soon come to an end. He loudly called out to his mother. 
AryaambaAryaamba rushed to the scene. Since every Hindu is supposed to rushed to the scene. Since every Hindu is supposed to 
enter the phase of enter the phase of SanyasaSanyasa before his or her death, before his or her death, ShankaraShankara
requested the permission of his mother to become a requested the permission of his mother to become a SannyasinSannyasin. . 
Seeing her son's plight, Seeing her son's plight, AryaambaAryaamba gave her consent. The gave her consent. The 
crocodile let go of his leg and swam away.crocodile let go of his leg and swam away.
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The Guru The Guru SishyaSishya paramparaparampara established established 
by by ShankaraShankara

ShankaraShankara founded the founded the dasanamidasanami order of order of sanyasissanyasis. It is divided into ten . It is divided into ten 
groups namely groups namely AranyaAranya, , AshramaAshrama, , BharatiBharati, , GiriGiri, , ParvataParvata, , PuriPuri, , SarasvatiSarasvati, , 
SagaraSagara, , TirthaTirtha and and VanaVana..

He established He established MathsMaths in four places:in four places:

VimalaVimala PithaPitha at at PuriPuri with which with which AranyasAranyas and and VanasVanas are associated with are associated with 
the mantra the mantra ''prajnanamprajnanam brahmanbrahman'.'.
KalikaKalika PithaPitha in in DvarakaDvaraka, associated with , associated with TirthasTirthas and and AshramasAshramas, with the , with the 
mantra mantra 'tat 'tat tvamtvam asiasi.' .' 
SaradaSarada PithaPitha in in SringeriSringeri, associated with , associated with BharatisBharatis, , PurisPuris and and SarasvatisSarasvatis
with the mantra with the mantra ''ahamaham brahmaasmibrahmaasmi.' .' 
JyotiJyoti MathMath in in BadrinathBadrinath associated with associated with GiriGiri, , ParvataParvata and and SagaraSagara and the and the 
mantra mantra ''ayam ayam atman atman brahmanbrahman.' .' 

ShankaraShankara finally proceeded to finally proceeded to KedarnathKedarnath higher up in the Himalayas. He higher up in the Himalayas. He 
became one with the became one with the LingaLinga in his thirtyin his thirty--second year. This happened second year. This happened 
around 820 A.D. around 820 A.D. 
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ParamparaParampara and and SampradayaSampradaya

Word meaning succession of Word meaning succession of 
teachers and disciples .teachers and disciples .
Knowledge is passed down Knowledge is passed down 
through successive through successive 
generations.generations.
Sanskrit word means Sanskrit word means 
uninterrupted series or uninterrupted series or 
succession.succession.
An established An established paramparaparampara is is 
SampradayaSampradaya or school of or school of 
thought.thought.
Many Many paramparasparamparas, , EgEg
VaishnavismVaishnavism by  by  RamanujaRamanuja, , 
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Vedic EducationVedic Education
Morning Morning SandhyavandanaSandhyavandana..
“The teacher then instructs the few students seated on the groun“The teacher then instructs the few students seated on the ground d 
around him by rote , and for many hours daily they would repeat around him by rote , and for many hours daily they would repeat 
verse after verse until one more was mastered.  To ensure verse after verse until one more was mastered.  To ensure 
correctness the hymns were taught in more than one way ,first correctness the hymns were taught in more than one way ,first 
with the words connected ,then in their isolated form with the words connected ,then in their isolated form 
((padapaathapadapaatha)then with the words )then with the words interoweninterowen in in abab,,bcbc,,cdcd pattern pattern 
((kramapaathakramapaatha) or even more complicated ways .) or even more complicated ways .
The remarkable system of mnemonic checks and the patience and The remarkable system of mnemonic checks and the patience and 
brilliant memories of many generations of teachers and studentsbrilliant memories of many generations of teachers and students
preserved the preserved the vedasvedas for prosperity in much the same form as that for prosperity in much the same form as that 
in which they existed nearly a thousand years before Christ.”in which they existed nearly a thousand years before Christ.”
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Oral TraditionsOral Traditions
It is astounding that large bodies of Vedic texts have been It is astounding that large bodies of Vedic texts have been 
preserved in oral traditions for over thousands of years, preserved in oral traditions for over thousands of years, 
safeguarding their purity and entirety. How our ancients safeguarding their purity and entirety. How our ancients 
could successfully achieve such an unbelievable task, is could successfully achieve such an unbelievable task, is 
truly remarkable. truly remarkable. 
In order to achieve this difficult task, an elaborate and a In order to achieve this difficult task, an elaborate and a 
meticulous systems of recitations were devised. These meticulous systems of recitations were devised. These 
systems of discipline with their  checks and balances , systems of discipline with their  checks and balances , 
ensured the correctness of a text including the correct ensured the correctness of a text including the correct 
sequence of its words; purity of the language; exact sequence of its words; purity of the language; exact 
pronunciation of the words; precise stress on syllables ; pronunciation of the words; precise stress on syllables ; 
measured pause between syllables; appropriate tone, measured pause between syllables; appropriate tone, 
accent, modulation  and pitch of recitation; properaccent, modulation  and pitch of recitation; proper breath breath 
control etc.control etc.
ShikshaShiksha one of the six one of the six VedangasVedangas (limbs of Veda) that dealt (limbs of Veda) that dealt 
with phonetics and phonology of Sanskrit, laid down rules with phonetics and phonology of Sanskrit, laid down rules 
for correct pronunciation of Vedic hymns and mantras. for correct pronunciation of Vedic hymns and mantras. 
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What did we learnWhat did we learn
Significance of the form of Significance of the form of DakshinamurthiDakshinamurthi..
Sacred books of Sacred books of SanatanaSanatana dharma (Hindu) tradition.dharma (Hindu) tradition.
VyasaVyasa the traditional guru.the traditional guru.
Who is a Who is a rishirishi?.?.
Qualities of a Qualities of a SishyaSishya, and Guru., and Guru.
AdiAdi SankaraSankara, who established guru, who established guru-- sishyasishya
paramparaparampara as  we know today.as  we know today.
Oral traditions.Oral traditions.
Veda Veda patapata salassalas today.today.
A A parampara  parampara  , , AdiAdi SankaraSankara established that touches established that touches 
our lives. our lives. 
Future.Future.
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Vedic Education in oral traditionVedic Education in oral tradition
The students learned Vedanta and subsidiary The students learned Vedanta and subsidiary 
sciences for its proper understanding.sciences for its proper understanding.
These six These six vedangasvedangas consisted of :consisted of :
kalpakalpa (performance of sacrifice),(performance of sacrifice),
siksasiksa (correct (correct pronounciationpronounciation),),
chandaschandas ((metremetre and prosody),and prosody),
niruktanirukta ( etymology, the interpretation of ( etymology, the interpretation of 

obscure w`obscure w`ordsords in the in the vedicvedic texts),texts),
vyakaranavyakarana (grammar),(grammar),
jyotishajyotisha (astrology or the science of the (astrology or the science of the 
calendar)calendar)

-- --
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